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Application Brief
eLog Pharma system will replace the  manual log book/ log sheets maintained at 
pharmaceutical production plant for managing production activities.  

  The deployment of the eLog system is distributed, i.e. an instance  of the eLog system will 
be installed in each plant. Central deployment of the eLog system is ruled out as the 
connectivity to central data centre is unreliable and the eLog system being a critical 
production floor system needs to be available at all times. 



Typical installation of eLog Pharma system



Performance testing of Operation module 
The Apache Jmeter version 5.1 was used to run the Performance test of Operation module. The 
application was run on a server whose specification is as follows:

Machine Type : f1 Micro (shared-core machine), Virtual CPU : 1, Memory : 0.6 GB, Hard Disk : 10 GB

A thread group with the following parameters was set up.

Number of Threads(users) : 1500 
Ramp up time (seconds) : 180 (3 minutes)
Duration of test (seconds) : 600 (10 minutes)
Server : 
Port : 80

 



Contd.
The application was run on the server with jmeter running locally on a machine.



Apache Jmeter Configurations
A 4G Airtel network with an average  download speed 7 mbps (megabit per second) was used to run all the tests.



Contd.



Active threads over time (1500 threads)



Next set
A thread group with the following parameters was set up.

Number of Threads(users) : 2260 
Ramp up time (seconds) : 180 (3 minutes)
Duration of test (seconds) : 600 (10 minutes)
Server : 
Port : 80



Summary Report for 2260 threads (virtual 
users)



Active threads over time (2260 threads)



Overall Summary
1. The application will work optimally upto 2260 users simultaneously logging to start an Operation in 

Production. 

2. This is on the current server configuration of one virtual CPU and 0.6 GB Ram.  

3. Beyond 2260 users the server's response showed significant lag due to the limitation of the 
server's capacity in terms of its memory and processing power.

4.  It will be safe to assume that a server with more memory and processing power will be able to 
handle user numbers more than 2260.


